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With the development of modern air raid and anti-air raid in warfare，integrated 
anti-aircrafts gun and missile system，as one of important components of air defence 
equipment system，has become a comprehensive air defence weapon system. This 
system is made up of two air-defence weapons: mid-low air space from earth to air 
missile, and small-diameter gun. And these two weapons are integrated in special way, 
having the advantages as follows: precise destroy for missile in mid-high air space, 
strong firepower for gun in low-air and high anti-interference. That is, these two 
weapons can make better air-defence result. 
It is necessary to combine qualitative analysis with quantitative analysis to verify 
whether the development of air defence weapon system being scientific，so that we 
can find its combat capability gap，and analysis key factors which affected this 
air-defence weapon system. Further，we can research major construction projects of 
equipment, develop principles and operational application principles. Researching on 
integrated anti-aircrafts gun and missile system includes many aspects，this paper 
mainly deals with combat system modelling and operational effectiveness evaluation. 
This paper analyzes the situation of integrated anti-aircraft gun and missile 
system combat model, effectiveness evaluation and its main problems. Also, this 
paper discusses the character of modern air defence combat，the developing direction、
current situation and tendency of the integrated anti-aircraft gun and missile system. 
On the base of war games common technical framework for modelling and simulation, 
this paper researches the combat system model of the gun and missile integration 
system. According to decomposing air-defence combat, this paper introduces combat 
effectiveness quota of air-defence combat system and discusses effectiveness 
evaluation model. Finally, in accordance with evaluating combat effectiveness of the 
integrated anti-aircrafts gun with missile system and analyzing key-factors which 
affects the result, this paper also discusses the development essential-points and 
developing direction. 
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弹炮结合系统主要由指控系统、火控系统、火力系统等组成[1] [4]，如图 1-2。 
 
























































































表示，如图 1-3 所示。 
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